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ABSTRACT
Background
Endometriosis is a frequent disorder in women of childbearing age. Standard medical and
surgical treatments are often unsatisfactory. Shockwave therapy has been suggested as a
possible novel treatment. There is no clinical data however to support this approach. This
article describes the research protocol for a pilot interventional trial aiming to evaluate
transvaginal low intensity shockwave therapy in women with endometriosis.
Methods
Adult women (anticipated N = 60) suffering from endometriosis will be randomly allocated
in a 1:1 ratio to an intervention group and a control group. The intervention group will
receive 4 sessions of transvaginal low intensity radial shockwave therapy. The control
group will receive 4 sham procedures. Assessment will be carried at 1, 3 and 6 months. The
primary endpoint is the visual analog score for pelvic pain.
Conclusion
This monocentric single blinded randomized controlled pilot trial will be the first to assess
transvaginal low intensity shockwave therapy as a novel treatment for endometriosis.
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INTRODUCTION
Endometriosis is defined as the ectopic localisation of endometrium. Prevalence is
estimated at 10 % to 15 % of women of reproductive age and 70 % of women with chronic
pelvic pain[1]. Symptoms include dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia, bladder and rectal pain that
can severely alter quality of life. 11% to 19% of women with endometriosis derive no pain
relief at all from medical therapy[2]. Surgery, especially excision of deep infiltrating
endometriosis (DIE) can be challenging, and complications rates can be high. Major
complications after colorectal segmental resection of bowel endometriosis occurs in 11 %
of patients[3]. Moreover, long-term urinary and digestive side effects are common following
surgery[4][5]. There is a need for new, effective and safe therapeutic methods. High
intensity

focalized

ultrasound

(HIFU)

and

radiofrequency

ablation

are

being

evaluated[6][7][8][9][10][11]. Shockwave therapy (SWT) has been suggested as a novel
approach to treat endometriosis.

RATIONALE
The theoretical basis for the use of SWT in endometriosis has been developed recently[12].
Basically high intensity focalized shockwaves could be directed to the lesions to obtain a
disruptive effect, or low intensity radial or focused shockwaves could be applied to achieve
pain relief via neuromodulatory, antioxydant and antiinflammatory effects. This trial aims
to evaluate the latter approach. The role of myofascial pain in endometriosis has been
highlighted[13], and could explain standard medical and surgical treatment failure in some
patients. By targeting pelvic myofascial trigger points, the nociceptive sensitization feedback loop could be interrupted. SWT should be considered as it proved successful in
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musculoskeletal diseases with a favourable tolerance profile[14][15][16][17][18][19]. Good
outcomes have also been achieved in chronic pelvic pain syndrome/chronic prostatitis in
males[20] [21].
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
To evaluate the feasibility of a prospective, single-blinded, randomized, controlled trial of
transvaginal low intensity SWT as a treatment for endometriosis.
METHODS
Study setting
Monocentric (private hospital in Fort-de-France, Martinique, French West Indies).
Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria
Women aged 18 years and older, with clinical symptoms and imaging findings on
ultrasound scan and MRI confirming the diagnosis of endometriosis. Ovarian
endometriomas, deep endometriosis and adenomyosis meet the inclusion criteria.
Histological confirmation is not mandatory. Medical treatment (oral progestatives or
oestro-progestatives, GnRH analogs, progestin-releasing IUDs) should be deemed
unsatisfactory thus warranting the intervention but should not be discontinued during the
trial. Pain-relief medication can be prescribed as recommended by standard of care
practice.
Exclusion criteria
Women unable to give consent, to understand written and oral French, or to comply with
follow-up.
Virgin women.
Women with ongoing uro-genital infection.
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Pregnant women (a pregnancy test should be performed 72 hours at least before each
session).
Women undergoing fertility treatment.
History of segmental rectal resection with mechanical anastomosis, shaving or discoid
resection.
Women with ureterohydrephrosis warranting ureteral stenting and surgical treatment.
History of another pelvic surgery in the last 6 months.
ESSURE tubal contraceptive implants.
Baseline characteristics
Age (< 30, 30-45, > 45 years), Body Mass Index (BMI) (< 18, 18-25, 25-30, > 30), baseline
pain level (VAS < 5, 5-7, > 7), menstrual cycle pattern (complete induced amenorrhea,
irregular cycle pattern, regular cycle), history of surgery for endometriosis, history of
infertility treatment or assisted reproductive technology (ART), parity (para 0, para 1, para
2 or more), ongoing treatment (oral progestatives or oestro-progestatives, GnRH analogs,
progestin-releasing IUDs).
Sample size
We aim to recruit 30 patients in each group, according to Browne’s recommendations for
sample size of pilot trials[22]. The results of this study will facilitate the calculation of an
appropriate sample size for further randomized clinical trials.
Randomization
Patients will be allocated to the two groups in a 1:1 ratio using block randomization with a
computer-generated list of random numbers using block sizes of four.
Consent
All participants will be given clear oral and written information about the trial and will give
written consent. Consent can be withdrawn at any moment.
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Authorization
The protocol will be submitted to the regional research ethical committee (comité de
protection des personnes CPP Sud-Ouest et Outre-Mer III, Bordeaux).

Intervention
Transvaginal low intensity SWT will be applied on a weekly basis for 4 weeks, using a
Masterpuls® One system with a Sparrow® handpiece (Storz Medical, Switzerland). Each
session will consist of a systematic application of radial shockwaves at the level of the
cervix, at the mid vaginal level and at the lower vaginal level. Targeted applications will be
directed to the vaginal fornices or vaginal walls depending on the identified lesions
(i.e. posterior vaginal fornice in case of a posterior nodule) and trigger point localization by
the probe pressure (at each level : 2 bars, 720 pulses, 5 Hz, 2 minutes). A sham procedure
will be carried out in the control group (blinded to the patient only). The typical sound
signature of SWT should be maintained during the sham procedure.
Assessment
Clinical evaluation will be carried before treatment, at 1 month, 3 months and 6 months
using validated questionnaires.
Primary endpoint : Pain level (Visal Analog Scale) in dysmenorrhea and chronic pelvic pain.
Secondary endpoints
Quality of life (French version of EHP-5[23]).
Digestive symptoms (French version of Kess questionnaire[24]).
Urinary symptoms (USP questionnaire[25]).
Sexual function (French version of FSFI questionnaire[26])
Use of pain relief medication (type and frequency per week)
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Tolerance will be assessed by the analysis of adverse events (pelvic, vulvo-vaginal,
urinary, digestive or other events).

Statistical analysis
Analysis will be carried out on an intention-to-treat (ITT) basis and will be performed using
SPSS 23.0 statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics, New York, USA). The distributed
variables will be compared by using the student t test. Statistical analysis of continuous
values will be carried through the independent samples t test. The Mann–Whitney U test
and the χ2 test will be used for the comparison of quantitative data.

P < .05 will be

considered statistically significant.
Funding
This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public,
commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
DISCUSSION
Efficacy and safety of SWT as a treatment for endometriosis have yet to be demonstrated.
We believe a pilot human trial is ethically and scientifically acceptable, without prior animal
experimentation, as this technique is widely used in other indications worldwide in
standard clinical settings. The goal is primarily to validate the feasibility of a future larger
trial by assessing tolerability, randomization acceptance and implementation, follow-up
and evaluation. Although probably underpowered to detect a small difference between the
two groups, collected data will help with future study designs (for exemple to determin
sample sizes). Subgroup analysis will obviously need larger trials (comparison between
DIE, adenomyosis and ovarian endometrioma groups, comparaison between different
hormone therapy groups etc.). Technically, the choice of low intensity (equivalent to 0,09
mJ/mm2) and radial shockwaves aims to maximize tolerability and safety (no systematic
anesthesia requirement). The larger biological effect cone of radial shockwaves versus
focalized shockwaves can be seen as an asset, as ultraprecise targeting is not required.
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Ultrasound targeting of endometrial lesions is possible but remains operator-dependent,
time-consuming and increases costs. Radial SWT yelded the same results as focalized SWT
in the treatment of muscle spasticity after stroke[18]. Further evaluation of energy
intensities and focalization is needed. In a trial of focused SWT in myofascial pain, both high
and low intensity treatment regimens had good outcomes, albeit with superior functional
improvement in the high intensity group[15]. Other questions include the number of
optimal repeat procedures, the role of SWT before surgery and ART, and fertility outcomes.
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